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Abstract

We have used semi-empirical and ab initio methods to investigate the various oxidation and reduction states of C60 with their

respective more energetically stable excited states resulting from variations of the charge from 112 to 212 electrons in the

system with singlet, doublet, triplet and quadruplet multiplicities. We have analysed the various conformations, energy varia-

tions, uHOMO 2 LUMOu, system charges, average interatomic distances as well as regions of minimum energies resulting from

the simulation of the possible reaction routes. q 2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The discovery of superconductivity in doped full-

erenes has stimulated investigations of the electronic

structures [1] and possible interactions between the

C60 species [2±5]. A variation of charge and multi-

plicity of C60 in which the Buckminster has a large

electronic af®nity as well as oxidations and reductions

in the presence of atoms and molecules has been

reported [5±11].

Reactions of electron transfer involving fullerene

cations in the gaseous phase has also been studied

[12±21] in the presence of other species. The vacan-

cies of C60 has transformed it into a good electron

acceptor in which reactions have been studied [10±

19] which involve different charges on the the Cn1
60

cation. C60 ®lms were examined eletrochemically

indicating that C60 can undergo ionizations resulting

in changes of the charges on this species [22±27]. The

transfer or withdrawal of electrons from the neutral

species of C60 results in a redistribution of the electro-

nic energy levels, uHOMO 2 LUMOu, such that elec-

tric proprieties related to band gaps may be modi®ed.

The cause of the variety of the oxidation±reduction

numbers is due to the great number of p-electrons.

This solid state system has non-conventional optical

and electric structures indicated by numerous experi-

mental techniques. Some of these properties have

been applied to electronic applications, contributing

to the development of new technologies.

It is consequently important to better understand
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the ionization and excitation states of the [28±40]

C60. species. In the present work we do quantum

mechanical calculations in order to analise the

various oxidation and reduction states of C60

with their respective more energetically stable

excited states resulting from a variation of the

charge from 112 to 212 electrons in the system.

The species with even charge values were

analysed using singlet and triplet states whereas

the odd species with doublets and quadruplets.

We have compared the uHOMO 2 LUMOu (GAP)

using both semiempirical MNDO and ab initio

methods with Huzinaga basis sets [38±40].

2. Computational methods

The C60 molecule of Fig. 1 was optimized for the

ground state and the excited states using the MNDO

method [39] in order to obtain the lowest total energy

of the system adding or withdrawing systematically

one electron from the system:

C60 1 ne2 ! Cn2
60 �1�

and

C60 ! Cn1
60 1 ne2 �2�

The ®rst excited state was calculated for each case, in

systems with even charges yielding energies for the

singlet and triplet states. For systems with odd total

charge, we determined the energies for the doublet

and quadruplet states.

We analysed the exchange of energy from one

species to another according to:

Cn
60 1 me2 ! Cn2m

60 ;DE � ECn2m
60

2 En
60 �3�

Cn
60 ! Cn1m

60 1 me2
; DE � ECn1m

60
2 ECn

60
�4�

We investigated the variation of the energy

levels uHOMO(H)±LUMO(L)u �DuH±Lu � uH±LuCn
60

2
uH±LuCm

60
� as well as a similar variation of the charge.
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Fig. 1. The C60 molecule.



We have compared the results using the quantum

mechanical ab initio methods (contracted Huzi-

naga basis) with those obtained from the semiem-

pIÂrical MNDO method. The simulations originated

from a C112
60 structure in the singlet and triplet

states where they were optimized including a

charge (21) in the system. The new species was

analysed by investigating its conformation, energy

variation, charges, molecular levels as well as

average interatomic distances. The general equa-

tions for each system are:

DEi1i2

DEi1j1

DEi1j2

Cn
60�M � i2�

Cn
60�M � i2�

#
!1 1e2 Cn21

60 �M � j2�
Cn21

60 �M � j1�

"
DEi2j2

DEi2j1

DEj1j2

(5)
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Table 1

Energy (eV) variations for Cn
60�M � i1; i2� !1 1e2

Cn21
60 �M � j1; j2� using the MNDO method

n (even) DEn
ST

a DEn
SD

b DEn
SQ

c DEn
TD

d DEn
TQ

e DEn21
DQ

f

112 10.81 243.05 242.37 243.85 243.18 10.68

110 11.32 236.73 236.08 238.05 237.40 10.66

18 10.66 232.69 234.22 233.35 234.87 21.52

16 20.74 224.88 224.28 224.15 224.27 20.13

14 20.14 218.29 218.60 218.15 218.47 20.32

12 20.13 212.06 29.66 211.94 29.53 12.41

0 13.23 22.16 20.34 25.38 22.88 12.50

22 20.08 13.31 12.91 13.39 13.00 20.40

24 20.33 19.27 19.22 19.60 19.55 20.05

26 20.90 115.07 115.11 115.97 116.02 10.05

28 21.90 120.32 124.99 122.22 121.88 20.34

210 20.09 127.87 128.87 127.96 128.96 10.99

n (odd) DEn
DQ

g DEn
DS

h DEn
DT

i DEn
QS

j DEn
QT

k DEn21
ST

l

111 10.68 239.30 237.98 239.98 238.66 11.32

19 10.66 232.69 234.22 233.35 234.87 21.52

17 10.22 226.84 227.58 227.06 227.80 20.74

15 20.13 221.13 221.26 221.00 221.14 20.14

13 20.32 215.02 215.15 214.70 214.586 20.13

11 12.41 29.49 26.27 211.90 28.67 13.23

21 12.50 10.34 10.25 22.16 22.24 20.08

23 20.40 16.28 15.95 16.68 16.35 20.33

25 20.05 113.15 112.25 113.20 112.30 20.90

27 10.05 120.63 118.73 120.58 118.68 21.90

29 20.34 124.65 124.56 124.99 124.90 20.09

211 10.99 131.25 132.01 130.250 131.013 10.76

a DEn
ST indicates variation of the energy due to transition of the system from a singlet state of charge n to a triplet state of the same charge.

b DEn
SD indicates variation of the energy due to transition of the system from a singlet state of charge n to a quartet state of charge n 2 1:

c DEn
SQ indicates variation of the energy due to transition of the system from a singlet state of charge n to a quartet t state of charge n 2 1:

d DEn
TD indicates variation of the energy due to transition of the system from a triplet state of charge n to a doublet state charge n 2 1:

e DEn
TQ indicates variation of the energy due to transition of the system from a triplet state of charge n to a quartet t state charge n 2 1:

f DEn21
DQ indicates variation of the energy due to transition of the system from a doublet state of charge n to a quartet t state charge n 2 1:

g DEn
DQ indicates variation of the energy due to transition of the system from a doublet state of charge n to a quartet state charge n.

h DEn
DS indicates variation of the energy due to transition of the system from a doublet state of charge n to a singlet state charge n 2 1:

i DEn
DT indicates variation of the energy due to transition of the system from a doublet state of charge n to a triplet state charge n 2 1:

j DEn
QS indicates variation of the energy due to transition of the system from a quartet state of charge n to a singlet state charge n 2 1:

k DEn
QT indicates variation of the energy due to transition of the system from a quartet state of charge n to a triplet state charge n 2 1:

l DEn21
ST indicates variation of the energy due to transition of the system from a singlet state of charge n 2 1 to a triplet state of charge n 2 1:



Here, i1, i2 are the multiplicities of the initial

excited states and j1, j2 are the ®nal states where

the subscript M � 1 refers to the singlet state (S),

M � 2 to the doublet state (D), M � 3 to the

triplet state (T) and M � 4 to the quadruplet

state (Q).

Analysing Eq. (5) we note that there are six possi-

bilities for the variation of the energy as a function of

the changes of state which are: DEn
i1i2

; DEn21
j1j2

; DEn
i1j1

;

DEn
i1j2

; DEn
i2j1

; DEn
i2j2

: The superscript (n) of DE refers

to the magnitude of the charge.

3. Results and discussion

The energetic differences resulting from our

MNDO and ab initio calculations are given in Tables

1 and 2, respectively. These two tables illustrate ener-

getic variations for Cn
60 molecules with multiplicity of

i1 or i2. When this species is reduced we obtain Cn21
60 ;

which as has a multiplicity of j1 or j2, and the varia-

tions of the possible routes through which the reaction

could be simulated. In both tables the results were

separated in two sections, i.e. one section where the

initial system has even charges with singlet or triplet

multiplicities and another section containing odd

charges which could be initially in the doublet or

quadruplet states. Consequently, the initial molecules

with even charges (positive or negative), could

proceed via three routes if they are in the singlet

state, i.e. change multiplicity to the triplet state

(DEST), reduction to a doublet (DESD) or a quadruplet

(DESQ) state. Notwithstanding, if they are initially in

the triplet state, they may be reduced to doublet

(DETD) or a quadruplet (DETQ) state. After reduction,

the Cn21
60 molecule with odd charge can have a doublet

or quadruplet multiplicity (DEDQ) which could be

reduced to the singlet (DEDS) or triplet (DEDT) state,
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Table 2

Energy (eV) variations for Cn
60�M � i1; i2� !1 1e2

Cn21
60 �M � j1; j2�; using ab initio methods

n (even) DEn
ST

a DEn
SD

b DEn
SQ

c DEn
TD

d DEn
TQ

e DEn21
DQ

f

0 11.65 23.55 25.40 25.20 27.06 21.85

22 20.55 13.14 12.59 13.69 13.14 20.54

24 20.95 19.12 19.31 110.07 110.26 10.19

26 20.04 117.00 116.84 117.04 116.88 20.16

28 20.72 123.46 122.70 124.178 23.42 20.75

210 20.59 129.67 129.99 130.27 130.59 10.32

n (odd) DEn
DQ

g DEn
DS

h DEn
DT

i DEn
QS

j DEn
QT

k DEn21
ST

l

11 29.51 27.86 ± ± 11.65

21 21.85 10.68 10.14 12.54 11.99 20.55

23 20.54 17.25 16.30 17.79 6.85 20.95

25 10.19 114.08 114.05 113.89 113.86 20.04

27 20.16 120.34 119.62 120.50 119.78 20.72

29 20.75 127.06 126.46 127.81 127.21 20.59

211 10.32 134.21 132.53 133.89 132.21 21.68

a DEn
ST indicates variation of the energy due to transition of the system from a singlet state of charge n to a triplet state of the same charge.

b DEn
SD indicates variation of the energy due to transition of the system from a singlet state of charge n to a quartet state of charge n 2 1:

c DEn
SQ indicates variation of the energy due to transition of the system from a singlet state of charge n to a quartet t state charge n 2 1:

d DEn
TD indicates variation of the energy due to transition of the system from a triplet state of charge n to a doublet state charge n 2 1:

e DEn
TQ indicates variation of the energy due to transition of the system from a triplet state of charge n to a quartet t state charge n 2 1:

f DEn21
DQ indicates variation of the energy due to transition of the system from a doublet state of charge n to a quartet t state charge n 2 1:

g DEn
DQ indicates variation of the energy due to transition of the system from a doublet state of charge n to a quartet state charge n.

h DEn
DS indicates variation of the energy due to transition of the system from a doublet state of charge n to a singlet state charge n 2 1:

i DEn
DT indicates variation of the energy due to transition of the system from a doublet state of charge n to a triplet state charge n 2 1:

j DEn
QS indicates variation of the energy due to transition of the system from a quartet state of charge n to a singlet state charge n 2 1:

k DEn
QT indicates variation of the energy due to transition of the system from a quartet state of charge n to a triplet state charge n 2 1:

l DEn21
ST indicates variation of the energy due to transition of the system from a singlet state of charge n 2 1 to a triplet state of charge n 2 1:



if it is initially in the doublet state, otherwise it could

have DEQS, DEQT variations.

The values of the variations of the systems with

positive charge when reduced are negative, indicating

that the addition of an electron increases the stability

of the system, for even as well as for odd charges
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Table 3

Average energies (eV) per charge DEn
ij � �DEn

ij=n�; using

the MNDO method for the reactions Cn
60�M �

i1; i2� !1 1e2

Cn21
60 �M � j1; j2�

n (even) DEn
SD

a DEn
SQ

b DEn
TD

c DEn
TQ

d

112 23.59 23.53 23.65 23.65
110 23.67 23.60 23.80 23.74
18 24.06 24.02 23.86 23.83
16 24.15 24.05 24.03 24.05
14 24.57 24.65 24.65 24.62
12 26.03 24.83 25.97 24.76
0 22.16 10.34 25.38 22.88

22 11.66 11.46 11.69 11.50

24 12.32 12.30 12.40 12.39

26 12.51 12.52 12.66 12.67

28 12.54 13.12 12.78 12.73

210 12.79 12.88 12.79 12.89

n (odd) DEn
DS

e DEn
DT

f DEn
QS

g DEn
QT

h

111 23.57 23.45 23.63 23.51

19 23.63 23.80 23.70 23.87

17 23.83 23.94 23.87 23.97

15 24.23 24.25 24.20 24.23

13 25.00 25.05 24.90 24.86

11 29.49 26.27 211.90 28.67

21 10.34 10.25 22.16 22.24

23 12.09 11.98 12.22 12.11

25 12.63 12.45 12.64 12.46

27 12.96 12.67 12.94 12.66

29 12.73 12.72 12.77 12.76

211 12.84 12.91 12.75 12.81

a DEn
SD average variation of the energy per charge due to the

transition of the system from a singlet state of charge n to a doublet

state of charge n 2 1:
b DEn

SQ average variation of the energy per charge due to the

transition of the system from a singlet state of charge n to a quartet

state of charge n 2 1:
c DEn

TD average variation of the energy per charge due to the

transition of the system from a triplet state of charge n to a doublet

state of charge n 2 1:
d DEn

TQ average variation of the energy per charge due to the

transition of the system from a triplet state of charge n to a quartet

state of charge n 2 1:
e DEn

DS average variation of the energy per charge due to the

transition of the system from a doublet state of charge n to a singlet

state of charge n 2 1:
f DEn

DT average variation of the energy per charge due to the

transition of the system from a doublet state of charge n to a triplet

state of charge n 2 1:
g DEn

QS average variation of the energy per charge due to the

transition of the system from a quadruplet state of charge n to a

singlet state of charge n 2 1:
h DEn

QT average variation of the energy per charge due to the

transition of the system from a quadruplet state of charge n to a

triplet state of charge n 2 1:

Table 4

Average variations of the energies (eV) per charge DEn
ij � �DEn

ij=n�;
using ab initio methods for the reactions Cn

60�M �
i1; i2� !1 1e2

Cn21
60 �M � j1; j2�

n (even) DEn
SD

a DEn
SQ

b DEn
TD

c DEn
TQ

d

0 23.55 25.40 25.20 27.06

22 11.57 11.29 11.85 11.57

24 12.28 12.33 12.52 12.56

26 12.83 12.80 12.84 12.81

28 12.93 12.84 13.02 12.93

210 12.96 12.99 13.02 13.06

n (odd) DEn
DS

e DEn
DT

f DEn
QS

g DEn
QT

h

11 29.51 27.86 ± ±

21 10.68 10.14 12.54 11.99

23 12.42 12.10 12.59 12.28

25 12.82 12.81 12.64 12.46

27 12.90 12.80 12.92 12.83

29 13.00 12.94 13.09 13.02

211 13.11 12.95 13.08 12.92

a DEn
SD average variation of the energy per charge due to the

transition from a doublet state of charge n to a quartet state of charge

n 2 1:
b DEn

SQ average variation of the energy per charge due to the

transition from a singlett state of charge n to a quadruplet state of

charge n 2 1:
c DEn

TD average variation of the energy per charge due to the

transition from a triplet state of charge n to a doublet state of charge

n 2 1:
d DEn

TQ average variation of the energy per charge due to the

transition from a triplet state of charge n to a quadruplet state of

charge n 2 1:
e DEn

DS average variation of the energy per charge due to the

transition from a doublet state of charge n to a singlet state of charge

n 2 1:
f DEn

DT average variation of the energy per charge due to the

transition from a doublet state of charge n to a triplet state of charge

n 2 1:
g DEn

QS average variation of the energy per charge due to the

transition from a quadruplet state of charge n to a singlet state of

charge n 2 1:
h DEn

QT average variation of the energy per charge due to the

transition from a quadruplet state of charge n to a triplet state of

charge n 2 1:



using both MNDO and ab initio methods. When the

consecutive reductions lead to negative charges the

variations remain negative until the reduction of

C21
60 to C22

60 ; whereas they become positive for

systems with odd as well as even charges.

Analyzing the results of Tables 1 and 2 we observe

that the singlet excitation to the triplet (even n) state

only occurs for negative DEST whereas there will be a

competition to occupy less energetic levels among the

different states, i.e. DESD, DESQ, DETD, DETQ. Similar

reasoning can be made for the excitation of the doub-

let to the quadruplet (odd n) state.

Tables 3 and 4 illustrate the average variations of

the energies per charge for the reactions in which the

reductions occur, for systems with even and odd as

well as positive and negative charges. These tables

indicate that the simulated reactions could lead to

more stable states. The most stable electron transfer

with change of multiplicity is that of the quadruplet to

the singlet state. The variations of energies related

only to the change of multiplicities in systems with

the same charge are positive.

Analysing Tables 3 and 4 we observe that in the

regions of positive charge (odd or even), the varia-

tions of the energies per charge are negative. Figs. 2

and 3 indicate that from C0
60 to C26

60 yields a region of

minimum energy facilitating the transfer of charge for

the buckyball, in agreement with experimental results

[30]. In order to add more electrons to C60 would

involve a large quantity of energy that would dif®cult

the electron transfer process.

Analysing the complete process from C112
60 to C212

60 ;

one arrives at the conclusion that starting from

C0
60; the oxidation and reduction process indicates

that the variation rate of energy as a function of

withdrawal or donation of electrons (DE/Dn), is

larger for oxidation.

In Fig. 2, we observe that the curve obtained is

parabolic, in which the region of the minimum energy

is close to the systems with charges in the region (23)
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Fig. 2. Total energy variations for C60 ^ ne2 ! C^n
60 ; where n varies from 212 to 112, with multiplicities �M � 1; 2; 3; 4� using the MNDO

method.



to (21), whereas we observe that there exist the

possibility that these reduced systems could have

unpaired electrons, such as doublets, triplets or

quadruplets, increasing thus the reactivity of such a

system, if it enter in contact with other molecules or

atoms.

The variations of distances, charges and uHOMO 2
LUMOu are illustrated in Figs. 3 and 4 and Table 2,
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Fig. 3. Total energy for variations C60 ^ ne2 ! C^n
60 ; where �n varies from 212 to 11, with multiplicities �M � 1; 2; 3; 4� using the ab initio

method.

Fig. 4. Average of the percent variations of the distances as a function of the charges on Cn
60; n � 112 to 212.



respectively. There is controversy regarding the

energy of the ground state of C22
60 and C23

60 : Experi-

mental work indicate that for the C22
60 state the triplet

is the most stable state, in contrast to the doublet for

the C23
60 state. In this work we observed the triplet

state for C22
60 and quadruplet for the C23

60 : This result

for C23
60 is in agreement with previous theoretical

calculations published in the literature.

Fig. 4 shows that after reduction or oxidation of C60,

of ^12 eletrons, the interatomic distance increases

slightly ,3% at most. This trend repeats itself with

the same intensity whether 12 electrons are added or

withdrawn from the system. For C112
60 or C212

60 the

interatomic distances vary between 1474 and

1399 AÊ . Such a molecule is a conglomerate of hexa-

gons and pentagons where ressonant structures exist

such as carbon sp2. In general the average interatomic

distances increase at most to 1518 AÊ . Among the

averages of the percent variations of distances, one

should take into consideration that the C60 molecule

J.D. Santos et al. / Journal of Molecular Structure (Theochem) 538 (2001) 211±223218

Fig. 5. Average of the variations of the charges of the system Cn
60 as a function of reduction or oxidation, where n � 112 to 212.

Table 5

Distribution of the systems as a function of the number of ®lled and partially-®lled levels with their multiplicities: singlet, doublet, triplet and

quadruplet (P12S, P10S, P8S, P6S, P4S, P2S indicates C60 with positive charges (P), 112, 110, 18, 16, 14, 12, singlet statet (S); P12T, P10T,

P8T, P6T, P4T, P2T indicates C60 with positive charges (P), 112, 110, 18, 16, 14, 12, triplet state (T); P11D, P9D, P7D, P5D, P3D, P1D

indicates C60 with positive charges (P), 111, 19, 17, 15, 13, 11, doublet state (D); P11Q, P9Q, P7Q, P5Q, P3Q, P1Q indicates C60 with

positive charges (P), 111, 19, 17, 15, 13, 11, quartet state (Q); ZS indicates neutral C60 (Z), singlet state (S); ZT indicates neutral C60 (Z),

triplet state (T); N2S, N4S, N6S, N8S, N10S, N12S indicates C60 with negative charges (N), 22, 24, 26, 28, 210, 212, singlet state (S); N2T,

N4T, N6T, N8T, N10T, N12T indicates C60 with negative charges (N), 22, 24, 26, 28, 210, 212, triplet state (T); N1D, N3D, N5D, N7D,

N9D, N11D indicates C60 with negative charges (N), 21, 23, 25, 27, 29, 211, doublet state (D); N1Q, N3Q, N5Q, N7Q, N9Q, N11Q

indicates C60 with negative charges (N), 21, 23, 25, 27, 29, 211, quartet state (Q); (p) indicate systems with the lowest energies (charges

112 to 212))

N/M 114 115 116 117 118 119 120 121 122 123 124 125 126 127

0 p P12S p P10S P8S P6S P4S P2S p ZS N2S N4S N6S N8S N10S p N12S

1 ± p P11D p P9D p P7D P5D P3D p P1D p N1D N3D N5D p N7D N9D p N11D

2 ± P12T P10T p P8T p P6T p P4T p P2T ZT p N2T p N4T p N6T p N8T p N10T N12T

3 ± P11Q P9Q P7Q p P5Q p P3Q P1Q N1Q p N3Q p N5Q N7Q p N9Q N11Q
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Fig. 6. The variation of total energy as a function of the number of ®lled levels and multiplicities �M � 1; 2; 3; 4� (a) MNDO (b) Ab initio.



is a closed symmetrical geometrical form. In this

manner, if there is any increase of the distances in

one region there may be a reduction in another

region.

In the graph of Fig. 5, we observe the average

variations of the charges in the molecules Cn
60; n �

112 to 212; yielding equal negative and positive

structures such that the evolution of the average

values have a linear behaviour whereas Average

charge� {
P

charges/no. of atoms}. We note that if

the averages are positive, then the number of atoms

with positive charge exceed those of the negative

charges or these have a weight, whose magnitude is

greater that that of the atoms with negative charges.

Table 5 describes 50 systems investigated, distrib-

uted in numbers of ®lled and partially ®lled levels,

number of unpaired electrons and multiplicity

whereas the pre®x P indicates positive, Z indicates

zero, N indicates negative and the systems with

pairs of charges can be singlets or triplets and the

odd systems can be doublets or quadruplets. Starting

with the oxidized 112 singlet system and reducing

continuously to 212, we have the route of least

energy (p in Table 5) along which all these reductions

can occur. Only four of these have the singlet state, for

the doublet state we ®nd seven systems with stability.

The triplet state has nine systems and the quadruplet

has ®ve systems with lower energy. We thus have 25

systems with lower energies with their respective

multiplicities.

The graph of Fig. 6 indicates the energies as a func-

tion of the number of ®lled and partially ®lled levels

which yields the variation of energy with the singlet,

doublet, triplet and quadruplet multiplicities indicat-

ing the regions of minimum energies determined by

molecules such as. C2
60 (doublet), C22

60 (triplet), C23
60

(quadruplet) and C0
60 (singlet). Similar results are

shown in Fig. 7, whereas the surface and curves at

each level are given as a function of the energy,

number of levels and multiplicity. On the surface

one observes a minimum near the region determined

by the number of levels (120±122) whereas the level

of least energy is found near the singlet and doublet

multiplicities.

The graphs of Figs. 8±10 show variations of the

uHOMO 2 LUMOu as a function of the singlet, doub-

let, triplet and quadruplet states as well as the number

of ®lled and partially ®lled levels. Fig. 9 indicates that

the maximum values are always in the region of 120

levels (®lled or partially ®lled), determined by the

molecules C0
60�S�; C11

60 �D�; C12
60 �T�; C13

60 �Q�: The

uHOMO 2 LUMOu is high in the singlet state but

decreases in the doublet, triplet and quadruplet states

where the values diminish to less than 2 eV. The least

decrease is observed in the double state C11
60 �D�:

The general trend indicates that, independent of the

J.D. Santos et al. / Journal of Molecular Structure (Theochem) 538 (2001) 211±223220

Fig. 7. Total energy (eV) vs multiplicities vs number of ®lled levels.
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Fig. 8. Variation of uHOMO(H) 2 LUMO(L)u as a function of the ®lled and partially ®lled levels with singlet, doublet, triplet and quadruplet

Cn
60; multiplicities using the MNDO method.
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Fig. 9. Variation of uHOMO(H) 2 LUMO(L)u vs number of levels vs �M � 1; 2; 3; 4� for the systems Cn
60; n � 112 aÁ 2 12.

Fig. 10. Variation of uHOMO(H) 2 LUMO(L)u as a function of the number of ®lled and partially ®lled levels, with (a) singlet and doublet, (b)

triplet and quadruplet multiplicities, using the ab initio method.



state of oxidation or reduction, the largest uHOMO 2
LUMOu correspond to the singlet state. The important

regions are near the 120 number of ®lled and partially

®lled levels. From the surfaces and Tables described

above we can follow, starting from the C112
60 surface

and reducing continuously the system, the route on the

surface on which the reactions occur leading to the

C212
60 species.
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